Abstract. J. Milnor's result on the CW type of certain function spaces map( X, Y) is extended to allow the case in which X has a finite A-skeleton and w¡Y = 0, i > k. One conclusion is that the self-equivalence monoid of any Postnikov stage of a finite complex has CW type. Another is that the monoid of pointed self-equivalences of a K(ir, 1) manifold has contractib!; components when tr is finitely-generated.
1. Introduction and statement of results. We shall work entirely in the category of compactly-generated Hausdorff spaces (A:-spaces), as described in [14] , unless explicit exception is noted. Thus, for example, the set mapiX Y) of all maps X -» Y will be topologized by first endowing it with the usual compact-open toplogy and then replacing this with the corresponding rc-topology. For another example, a (not necessarily surjective) map of /c-spaces will be called a fibration if it satisfies the homotopy-lifting property for all /c-spaces.
Let W denote the class of spaces having the homotopy type of a CW complex (see [7] for basic facts about CW complexes). The purpose of this note is to prove the following:
1.1. Theorem. Let X and Y be connected spaces in W and n a nonnegative integer such that:
(a) X is homotopy-equivalent to a CW complex with finite n-skeleton, and (b)77,F = OJori > n. Then map^, Y) belongs to W.
We say that a space satisfying condition 1.1(a) has «-finite type. Path-connected spaces satisfying 1.1(b) will be called (n + l)-co-connected. In [16, 17] , C. T. C. Wall gives an algebraic characterization of spaces in W that have «-finite type. Examples of spaces in W having «-finite type, for all «, include: finite complexes, finitelydominated complexes, nilpotent spaces with finitely-generated homology groups, and connected spaces with finite fundamental group and finitely-generated higher homotopy groups. Theorem 1.1 will be derived as an easy consequence of the following 1.2. Theorem. Suppose that f: X0 -» X{ is an n-connected map and that Y is (n + \)-co-connected, where XQ, Xx, and Y are connected spaces in W. Then, each homotopy-fibre of the induced map /*: map( Xx, Y) -» map( X0,Y) is either empty or contractible. If Y is n-co-connected, then no homotopy-fibre is empty.
The «-connectivity assumption on / means that /*: w, XQ -» ■ujX] is injective for i < « and surjective for i < «. The homotopy-fibre $(«; z) of a (not necessarily surjective) map h: Z0 ^> Z{, with z e Z,, is the fibre over z in the fibration canonically associated with «. For the reader's convenience, we give the explicit definition of $(«; z), together with related facts, in §2.
1.3. Remark. For spaces X, Y in W with nondegenerate basepoints (see 2.5), the function space map*( X, Y) of basepoint-preserving maps X -» Y is frequently used, rather than map^, Y). Both Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 apply, as stated, to map* in place of map. The proofs are virtually the same as the ones we shall give for the unpointed case. Alternatively, one can easily deduce the pointed results from the unpointed ones by making use of the "evaluation-fibration" map(A", Y) -* Y, in which map*( X, Y) is the fibre over the basepoint of Y (cf. 2.5). Theorem 1.1 extends a classical result of J. Milnor [9] , which implies that map( X, Y) belongs to W whenever Y belongs to W and X has the homotopy type of a finite complex. Although this result is extremely useful, the finiteness condition on X is troublesome. On the one hand, it cannot be avoided entirely [9, p. 273] . On the other hand, the condition is frequently violated by objects arising naturally in homotopy theory: e.g., Eilenberg-MacLane spaces K(it, «), stages of a Postnikov tower, etc. Theorem 1.1 was motivated by such examples and can be applied to them in some cases.
To begin with, choose some Y in W of type K(G, m), m > 1, and observe that Y is (m + l)-co-connected.
Corollary.
Suppose that X is a connected space in W of m-finite type. Then As a special case, take X to be any K(it, n) space in W satisfying one of the following conditions. 1.5. (\)m < n;
(2) it finitely-generated, abelian; (3) 77 finitely-generated and m = « = 1 ; (4) -n finitely-presented and of type FPm (cf. [1] ), and m > « = 1. Then X has w-finite type, and Corollary 1.4 may be applied to it. Corollary 1.4 has a pointed analogue, which we do not state in general but instead specialize to a case that may have some independent geometric interest.
Let M be a (finite-dimensional, topological) manifold of type K(i7,\) with 17 = 77,M finitely-generated, and let G*(M) denote the monoid of basepoint-preserving self-equivalences of M. Then each component of G*(M) is contractible.
Note that M belongs to W and has nondegenerate basepoints. Thus, since 1.5(3) is satisfied, we may apply the pointed version of 1.4(a) (or of 1.1) to conclude that G*(M) is in W. It is straightforward to compute that each component of G*(M) has trivial homotopy groups, and so Whitehead's Theorem then gives contractibility.
1.7. Remarks, (a) The compact-open topology on G*(M) is metrizable, hence already compactly-generated.
(b) When M has the homotopy type of a compact manifold, Corollary 1.6 is known, proved simply by using Milnor's theorem in the above argument. However, see the next remark.
(c) There are numerous interesting examples of K(ir,\) manifolds. For example, these arise naturally as Riemannian manifolds of constant negative curvature, or as classical knot complements. In fact, for every countable group 7r of finite cohomological dimension, there is a corresponding K(ir, 1) manifold [18, p. 320]. Many of these examples do not have the homotopy type of a finite complex, even when -u is finitely-presented.
We now apply Theorem 1.1 to Postnikov stages. Note that if a space X in W has «-finite type, then so does X(n), its «th Postnikov stage. Thus, we have 1.8. Corollary.
Suppose that X is a connected space in W having n-finite type. Then, both map^,,, X(i)) and G(X(j)), the monoid of (unpointed) self-equivalences of Theorem 1.1 implies that each of the spaces of (1.9) belongs to W. Theorem 1.2 then implies that (/?,)* is a homotopy equivalence. This immediately gives 1.10(a), (b). The proof of (c) is given in §4. 1 .11. Remarks. In the category of simplicial sets, there is a canonical and functorial Postnikov-tower-construction, due to J. Moore (e.g., see [8] ), which yields almost immediately the existence of a simplicial analogue of a. This analogue is a homomorphism of simplicial monoids.
In the topological category, the Postnikov-tower-construction is neither canonical nor functorial, so the existence of a cannot be established so readily.
If we apply the topological realization functor to the simplicial analogue mentioned above, we do obtain a suitable a, provided that we know that G(Xfj)) has CW type, which requires Theorem 1.1. Thus, this gives an alternative proof of 1.10(a). A third proof will arise (also depending on 1.1) in the process of demonstrating 1.10(c) in §4.
Note that 1.10(c) is as close as one can reasonably expect to get to asserting that a is a homomorphism of monoids.
2. Some technical facts. This section presents the technical information needed for the proofs of the theorems and of Corollary 1.10(c).
2.1. Definitions. Given a map «: Z0 -> Z,, set Eh = {(z, <o) g Z0 X map(/, Z,)|«(0) = h(z)), and define ph: Eh -» Z, by ph(z,u) = w(l). Here / is the unit interval [0,1]. Z0 X map(7, Z,) and Eh are topologized in accordance with the usual conventions concerning the /c-topology (cf. [14] ). In particular, the ^-topology on Eh coincides with the relative topology induced by the /c-space Z0 X map(/,, Z,). In the classical context (i.e., in which the compact-open topology is used, etc.), ph is a Hurewicz fibration (e.g., cf. [11, pp. 99-100]). It follows easily that if we then impose k-topologies, ph becomes a fibration in the sense we describe in the introduction. Note that image ph is the union of all path-components of Z, meeting image «.
The homotopy-fibre <P(«; z,) is defined to be/?^'(z,), for each z, g Z,.
We use " -" to denote homotopy-equivalence.
Lemma. Ifp: E -» B is a fibration and b g B, then p~\b) = <P(/>; b).

Lemma. Suppose that
is a homotopy-commutative diagram in which a and ß are homotopy-equivalences. Then, for every x G B, <P(y; x) -<P(S; ß(x)).
Both lemmas are folklore in homotopy theory. The Eckmann-Hilton dual of a special case of 2.3 is proved in [6] , and another special case follows from results in [10] .
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Then E g W if and only if each p~](b) G W.
Except for our use of the /c-topology, this lemma follows immediately from results of Stasheff [12] (more precisely, from his Propositions (0) and (12), together with our Lemma 2.2). Stasheff s arguments remain correct in our ^-topology-context; in fact, they may be somewhat abbreviated here.
Note that these lemmas do not require maps to be surjective. (b) Using the above notation, suppose that (X, A) is a CW pair, A =*= 0, and/is the inclusion map (henceforth suppressed). As above, choose some g: A -» Y and some extension g g map^, Y; g). Finally, pick basepoints x ^ A <z X and y = g(x) g Y. Then, g determines the structure of a Zirx(X, x)-module on irm(Y, y), for any m > 2, which we denote by g#irmY.
In Lemma 2.6, i is any fixed nonnegative integer, and cohomology will be taken with local coefficients. The map induced by restriction is easily seen to be continuous and bijective, and so the burden of proof is to check that it is open. We leave this to the reader. Clearly, /i ■ is a contraction satisfying (i), (ii) for i = j. D This completes the technical information needed for our proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. The remaining facts will be used for our proof of Corollary 1.10(c).
We shall make use of the Moore loop space AZ of a space Z, which has the same homotopy type as the ordinary loop space and has a strictly associative loop composition (cf. [13, p. 14]).
Consider the self-equivalence monoid G( X) of a space X in W, and let BG(X) denote the classifying space constructed by Dold and Lashof [3] . 
